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Pilot Activity CAN-LAB 

 

Pilot activity CAN-LAB was launched in Misaktsieli, Georgia on October 4-6, 2018 and 

involved 26 participants from Armenia, Belgium, Moldova, Poland, Ukraine, Portugal, 

Italy, Norway, and Georgia. The activity was facilitated by Nika BAKHSOLIANI and Emilia 

ASTORE. 

The group had a session about hate speech and deconstructing oppressive narratives during 

the first phase (training course in Brussels). In small groups, they had analyzed how 

hate speech affects individuals and society. The group was introduced to the manual 

''WeCAN'' (Step 1).  

CAN-LAB was fully based on the principles of human rights education and non-formal 

education. Space enabled the group to visualize the accomplished steps.  

CAN-LAB started on 4th of October, during the second session of a training day and ended 

on 6th of October through presenting the final outputs, created by the participants. 

 

Remark by Nika BAKHSOLIANI: “CAN-LAB can be best used as an intervention to the hate speech that affects local 

and national realities, as sort of immediate reaction by the “No Hate Ambassadors” CAN-LAB should start after 

the groups have oppressive narratives assessed (Step 1 in WeCAN manual), on this CAN-LAB we didn’t have time to 

follow all Steps and we started with a small deconstruction”. 

 



DAY 1.  

Step 1. Choosing the oppressive narrative.  

Facilitators reminded participants what is an oppressive narrative and how they are 

connected with the hate speech. Group was asked to reflect on the information regarding 

hate speech they gained from the study visits during the previous day (Visits to Council 

of Europe representatives in Georgia, Equality Movement, Women's Initiatives Supporting 

Group and Media Development Foundation) Participants had to analyze the situation in 

their communities and find commonalities among their own and Georgian reality. Then, they 

were asked to write down the oppressive narratives on the post-it note and put them on 

the floor. List of the statements (oppressive narratives) was printed and read out to the 

whole group. After that, participants were encouraged to choose 2 or 3 most popular 

narratives by voting. Tell participants that we are going to choose the 2 most popular 

narratives by voting. For this activity 30 mins time was allocated. 

Oppressive narratives recalled by the group were concerning various aspects including 

hate speech against women, LGBT community, migrants and refugees, Muslims. Due to the 

reason, that most of the oppressive narratives presented were either homophobic or 

Misogynistic/Sexist, two groups were created. The first group which aimed to create the 

counter and alternative narratives against homophobia/transphobia and the second group, 

which was eager to work to promote the rights of women.  

 

Remark by Nika BAKHSOLIANI: “We thought a lot whether to divide the participants or not. Ideally 12-15 

participants work on one oppressive narrative. Based on the group size and interests, we divided them into two 

sub-groups. It has to be noted that participants don’t really welcome this step, as they take it as a threat to 

the group dynamics, we recommend to explain very clearly why this happens”. 

 

 

 Oppressive narratives chosen by the participants: 
 

 Women are only for giving birth 

 Women are only for staying home and bringing up kids 

 Women are not inferior to men 

 



 Women are not as capable as men (men are smarter, stronger etc.) 

 LGBT people are dangerous and sick. 

 Gay people are spreading HIV, so they should not donate blood. 

 LGBT people are a threat to the culture and the community. They do not   

 contribute. 

 LGBTQ people have a disease, they need to be cured, they need conversion  

 therapy. 

 LGBTQ are not in line with family values. 

 The LGBT community will ruin our societies because they don’t have children   

 and their lifestyle is not fitting our society. 

 LGBT people are not normal. They are not human. 

 Homosexuality is brought from the west, so let’s restrict the foreign media  

 and activities in our country. 

 Mostly the church says that being a gay is a disease and if you let them  

 have the rights, then it’s gonna be spread and demolish our country and the  

 The Georgian nation will disappear. 

 LGBTQ community is not patriotic and does not care for our country.   

 Transgenders have a mental illness, they should be cured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 2. Detecting causes and consequences of the oppressive narratives. 

 

A tool used for this session was a problem tree. 20 minutes were allocated. Two large 

groups, working on homophobic/misogynistic narratives were split into smaller groups (4-6 

people) and started to brainstorm about the possible reasons for above-mentioned examples 

of hate speech.  

Some of  the groups chose one of the narratives (e.g. Women are only for giving birth) 

While others tried to combine several narratives in order to have one (Women want too 

much) and one group drew a problem tree which was combining all of the above mentioned 

anti-women narratives under one name “Oppressive Narrative”.  

As for the group, working on the issues of LGBTQ community, one of the groups chose the 

following narrative: “LGBTQ community is a threat to our values”, while others combined 

anti-LGBTQ narratives under “Oppression”. 

Small groups were given 10 minutes to present their problem trees to the plenary. During 

the debriefing following questions were used: 

 - How do you feel? 

 - What made you decide which narratives to counter?  

 - What do you think is important to counter these narratives? 

 

Remark by Emilia ASTORE: step 1 and 2 (intro and choice of oppressive narratives, 

deconstruction) were conducted shortly as the group was already trained in previous 

meeting in Belgium. For "newcomers" to the topic more time would be needed, possibly a 

full day 

 

Step 3. Goal Setting 

After debriefing participants started to set the goals in two large groups. The goal was 

to turn oppressive narrative into an emancipatory narrative “Now you see this oppressive 

narrative circulating in the society, imagine a positive narrative that should substitute 

it, an emancipatory narrative that you would like the society to think about”.  

 



Some of the examples were: Power (Emotion, Responsibility, Parenthood, Weakness) Has No 

Gender, Equal Rights Are Not Privileges, Women Don’t Have To Be Mothers, Equality Leads 

To Equality. 

 

Step 4. Setting objectives. 

After the coffee break, two groups started to set the objectives.  

Snowball method 

Participants are divided into 4 groups, each are given 1 paper and told that they can 

only write maximum 3 objectives on it. These objectives should help to achieve the goal 

that was set on the previous session. After 10 minutes, 2 groups are merged to each 

other, they receive a new paper, they share the objectives that they have come up and but 

they have to make a consensus on 3 new objectives objectives. Finally, 2 big groups are 

merged together, now they have to write maximum 3 objectives on the flipchart paper. 

Group 1 (working on homophobia/transphobia) came up with the following objectives: 

- To deconstruct and challenge the norms. 

- To invite people to learn more about the issue. 

Group 2 (working on sexism/misogyny) 

Firstly, they had to reflect on it individually for 3 minutes, then they presented their 

ideas in trios which took 10-15 minutes and in the end participants continued 

brainstorming and choosing objectives based on how SMART they are. The group which was 

working on oppressive narratives against women came up with the following objectives: 

- To raise awareness about women's’ rights as human rights. 

- To promote solidarity between genders as the social benefit. 

- To promote social, economic and political equality between sexes. 

After brainstorming about the objectives, participants had reflection time in their home 

groups.  

 

 

 

 



DAY 2. 

Step 5. Choosing the target 

 

During the first part of the first session, participants in group 1 and group 2 started 

brainstorming about the target audience for their upcoming emancipatory narratives. 15 

minutes were allocated for this activity. 

In both cases, the detected target audience was diverse due to the reason that 

participants of the bootcamp have different backgrounds. Bootcamp involved youth workers, 

lawyers, artists, poets, students, teachers, journalists, human rights activists.  

Group 1: Targeted audience: Existing audience (One of the participant Irakli 

Khekhelashvili's Facebook page), Instagram page of No Hate Bootcamp, social media 

influences, Instagram users, teachers, LGBT community, conservative teachers in their 

40s, politicians, local fake news website Chiti (comedians), followers of No Hate Speech 

Projects on Facebook, users of project partners’ social media pages. 

 

Remark by Nika BAKHSOLIANI: “To make sure that this activity fits in the flow, I recommend to choose specific, 

narrow target group and then create profiles and personification. Perhaps participants can create the profiles 

by using one paragraph. Further area of work would be to categorise the targets beforehand”. 

Group 2: Youth was diversified in "educated middle class youth" and "vulnerable youth", 

parents were also included.  

Remark by Emilia ASTORE: ‘’To better explore audiences I recommend to choose less targets (max 5), asking 

participants to choose balance between their "usual" target group and a new one. I agree deeper personification 

would help, e.g. by drawing a silhouette and asking participants to draw/create a collage of the character 

(thoughts, values, contexts etc) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 6. Simulation - Where Do You Feel? 

During this simulation, each participant had to ‘put themselves in the shoes’ of their 

target. For several minutes, they had to think about daily life, taste, problems of their 

target, things that concern the target, places where they spend most of the time, 

websites they visit, films they watch. Then, facilitator read out the statements and 

participants had to locate themselves according to the emotional impact of the statement, 

still being in the role of the target. They had to move from their current location as 

far as they feel the statement. Then, facilitator would touch participants and they had 

to explain how they were feeling and why would they locate themselves on that certain 

place. 

After the coffee break, the next session took place. It consisted of two parts. 15 

minutes were allocated for the Silent floor. 

 

Remark by Emilia ASTORE: the activity was very interesting, useful + emotional. debriefing before the break is 

recommended. 

 

Step 7. Silent floor - Content and tone 

During the next 15 minutes, participants in the two groups had to think about the most 

suitable tone and content for the emancipatory narratives. Tone and content should have 

been appropriate for the target audience and the final goal. The session was held in the 

absolute silence - participants were working silently, writing down their ideas on the 

papers which were located on the floor of the venue.  

A large sheet of paper with 3 flipcharts was put on the floor. The middle one was 

dedicated to the target, and in the two sides participants were asked to write silently 

tone (on one side) and content (on the other) that they would associate with each target. 

 

Content 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Target Group 
 

Target Group 
 

Target Group 
 

Target Group 
 

Target Group 

Tone 

 



Meanwhile, participants could write questions/links/comments to each other always in 

silence. 

Later, activity was debriefed. Participants shared what they felt about the activity, 

answered their questions to each other, what main commonalities/differences they noticed, 

and finally the main tones and content per each target were grouped. 

 

Extract from the picked tones:  

Professional (academic), emotional, motivating, suggestive, funny, persuasive, 

peaceful, meditative, happy, assertive, satire 

 

 

Extract from the picked content: 

memes, quiz, positive counter narratives, talk show, series of vlogs about gender, 

dancing, real-life interviews, testimonies, jokes, comics, flashmob, videos, workshops, 

statistics of the economic recession caused by the brain drain, infographics, 

history/anthropology facts 

 

 

Step 8. Identifying resources/bank of skills 

The next step was dedicated to the resources analysis. Participants collected the list of 

their possible contributions (skills and abilities) through interviewing each other. A 

number of participants had proficiency in video editing and graphic design. Apparently, 

these features were essential for most of the actions. Therefore, it was agreed that part 

of the participants would have a role of a ‘’butterfly’’ (who would combine different 

tasks for different groups, ''flying around'' from one group to another) and ‘’bees’’ 

(who would attach to one group and contribute to it only).  

Bank of skills included writing, shooting, acting, dancing, editing, working with Canvas, 

Adobe Premiere, Final Cut etc. 

 



Day 3. 
Step 9. CAN-LAB 

During the next step (next two sessions), participants with the same ideas were grouped 

in different Bootcamp groups and starting to launch their activities. Before the actions, 

realistic chart of the potential outputs was presented to the participants. The chart is 

built on two main indicators: time and complexity.  

final outputs can be seen here: 

1) Group 1 decided to create an alternative narrative, to challenge an understanding 

of the norm in society. To fulfill this objective, Eva, Chiara, and Isadora with 

the help of other 8 participants (actors), shot a video. The video was edited on 

spot and presented in the plenary. All three participants are artists. The video 

has remarkable cinematic values. The group continues working in the form of follow 

up under the name NRML247 in the social media. 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/NRML247/videos/?ref=page_internal 

https://www.instagram.com/nrml.twentyfourseven/?fbclid=IwAR0Ad6Q5255iJm5uCtdwX763fN

NlqSRjw_e1HbqOjR_7iX5rDCPrhTqpSxY  

2) Group 2 decided to create a counter narrative using existing audience: Facebook 

users, Taoba’s followers, and spam pages. They selected content, which is very 

popular among the youngsters - youtube reaction video. Group screened a video which 

was showing Tbilisi events from May 17, 2013 (An anti-homophobic rally was held in 

Tbilisi, Georgia, on May 17, 2013, the International Day Against Homophobia. The 

gay rights activists holding the rally were met by thousands of protestors opposing 

homosexuality, lead by the priests, who were allowed to break through a police 

cordon and violently pursued them, beating and throwing stones at them). 

Bootcamp participants (people from 9 different countries) were watching the video 

about this event and commenting on it. Their reaction was being recorded. As 

commented by Irakli Khekhelashvili (author of the video), ‘’public opinion, 

prestige and international image of the country are one of the most important 

things for an average Georgian person. Therefore, commentary, done by foreigners 

will be way too disturbing for them. It will also help my video to go viral.’’ 

(final video with the subtitles will be posted in this facebook group: 

https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%97%E1%83%90%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-Taoba-201325

2488926761/ ) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/NRML247/videos/?ref=page_internal
https://www.instagram.com/nrml.twentyfourseven/?fbclid=IwAR0Ad6Q5255iJm5uCtdwX763fNNlqSRjw_e1HbqOjR_7iX5rDCPrhTqpSxY
https://www.instagram.com/nrml.twentyfourseven/?fbclid=IwAR0Ad6Q5255iJm5uCtdwX763fNNlqSRjw_e1HbqOjR_7iX5rDCPrhTqpSxY
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%97%E1%83%90%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-Taoba-2013252488926761/
https://www.facebook.com/%E1%83%97%E1%83%90%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90-Taoba-2013252488926761/


3) Group 3 decided to create an alternative narrative in the form of video. Giorgi and 

Marina tried to show the family concept from different perspectives. Their video 

was also challenging heteronormativity. 

https://vimeo.com/294835543?ref=fb-share&1&fbclid=IwAR1kY77YtpHm_NccM3jIAhJeG8L4VXM

RUiYaEzqmwRVvsefN0TTQpNdCH6Q  

4) Another content used by Bootcamp participants was Canvas/Illustrator. Group 4 

starting making series of posters and ecards with both counter and alternative 

narratives printed on them. Their topic was women’s rights. This group started 

using the official Instagram page of No Hate BootCamp. Caroline and Julianne 

continue to post the inspirational quotes in the form of Insta posts and Insta 

stories. 

https://www.instagram.com/bootcamp.nohate/  

5) Group 5 was consisting of 5 girls, who decided to create a poster with contact 

information of the International center for domestic violence. 

6) Jee Kast was working alone on his alternative narrative but also contributing the 

work of other groups (as above mentioned, ‘’butterfly’’). He wrote an article about 

how aliens awarded famous Georgian LGBT activist for his actions. Jee also made an 

award, which can be seen in the weblink. Jee Kast is a famous poet (his field is 

slam poetry and he’s former finalist of Belgium Got Talent) and the article was 

published on his website, which has a large audience. Jee plans to continue giving 

the interplanetary award to LGBT activists annually.  

http://www.justbelowthesurface.be/archives/538?fbclid=IwAR0oMmz71GdnneCPE-is7cFNXE6

Hfb91z7v_H_yKnbKAoqgvXUSy8tWbue0  

7) Teresa Konecka was a participant of the group 5, but she launched her own action at 

the same time. Teresa started a huge information and awareness campaign against 

Polish emerging misogynistic internet blog run by two male lawyers. Teresa 

contacted the Polish lawyers’ committee and the administration of internet blog to 

address the issue. In fact, those two persons who were spreading oppressive 

narratives against women changed their tone, afraid of the legal case. In her 

campaign, Teresa used the Facebook group of Polish female lawyers who actively 

support her. 

8) Group 6 printed out The Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the Georgian 

language. Karolina and Carolina made 9 small handmade booklets out of UDHR and gave 

it away in Misaktsieli. At the same time, they were interviewing people about the 

issues of LGBT people in order to raise awareness about their universal rights.  

 

https://vimeo.com/294835543?ref=fb-share&1&fbclid=IwAR1kY77YtpHm_NccM3jIAhJeG8L4VXMRUiYaEzqmwRVvsefN0TTQpNdCH6Q
https://vimeo.com/294835543?ref=fb-share&1&fbclid=IwAR1kY77YtpHm_NccM3jIAhJeG8L4VXMRUiYaEzqmwRVvsefN0TTQpNdCH6Q
https://www.instagram.com/bootcamp.nohate/
http://www.justbelowthesurface.be/archives/538?fbclid=IwAR0oMmz71GdnneCPE-is7cFNXE6Hfb91z7v_H_yKnbKAoqgvXUSy8tWbue0
http://www.justbelowthesurface.be/archives/538?fbclid=IwAR0oMmz71GdnneCPE-is7cFNXE6Hfb91z7v_H_yKnbKAoqgvXUSy8tWbue0


9) Group 9 created a new game on the platform KAHOOT. The quiz was about human rights, 

no hate speech movement, hate speech and emancipatory narratives. Most of the 

questions were formed based on the ‘’We Can!’’ manual. 

https://play.kahoot.it/?fbclid=IwAR0c4gMghMm4B2PrwpGjd0ZE53kSpb6FpGF9F0XExsmdwEgAoc

UL-o5UNQM#/k/18022513-0ecd-46c7-8249-ea5f8409e3d3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://play.kahoot.it/?fbclid=IwAR0c4gMghMm4B2PrwpGjd0ZE53kSpb6FpGF9F0XExsmdwEgAocUL-o5UNQM#/k/18022513-0ecd-46c7-8249-ea5f8409e3d3
https://play.kahoot.it/?fbclid=IwAR0c4gMghMm4B2PrwpGjd0ZE53kSpb6FpGF9F0XExsmdwEgAocUL-o5UNQM#/k/18022513-0ecd-46c7-8249-ea5f8409e3d3


 

Recommendations : 
 

1) It was visible that newcomers did not have the same deep understanding of hate 

speech like other participants who had attended the first phase of the project. 

Therefore, one whole session about deconstructing the oppressive narratives 

according to the manual ‘’We CAN’’ is highly recommended; 

2) To keep the group synergy, steps clear and outcomes time-bound, it is recommended 

to have one issue (e.g. Transphobia or Xenophobia) and one oppressive narrative, 

which will be first deconstructed by everyone in small groups and later, 

participants will work on creating CANs using different content and channels; 

3) Some of the participants had difficulties with the understanding of differences 

between the goals and objectives. Short explanations about these components would 

be appreciated; 

4) Space enabled participants to visualize their accomplished steps. It would have 

been more effective if the upcoming steps/schedule would have been visualized as 

well. Visualization of the instructions (description of the whole activity in the 

form of video, handout, or a learning diary) would be highly recommended. This 

would help making links between sessions and save time (before every session I made 

a recap of what happened before, what comes next etc) 

5) Apparently, time for launching the actions was not enough for everybody due to the 

different complexity of their content. Ideally, the duration of this activity is 3 

days and it’s recommended to keep it as suggested. 

6) Setting goals and objectives (Step 3, step 4) was relevant, just a bit repetitive 

(a lot of brainstorming in subgroups are done during the whole workshop) plus 

outcomes really depend on skills of participants in wording them properly. We would 

suggest the facilitator guides the process, choosing one main goal and listing 

objectives with participants in plenary. 

7) If the realistic chart is expanded, enlarged variety of the content could be a 

great inspiration for the group.  

 

 

 

 


